CA S E STU DY – A P EX WA L L H OT E L
The Challenge
The luxury boutique Apex London Wall Hotel is a deluxe four-star hotel in the heart of the city
of London’s financial district. The hotel boasts 89 spacious bedrooms and suites.
The channel line up at the Apex London Wall was to be similar to its sister hotel the Apex City
of London. However due to the surrounding skyline there was no Sky satellite reception to be
gained at the London Wall site.
SCCI were requested by Apex to provide a solution and upgrade the existing TV distribution
system to digital Freeview and combine in a new digital (COFDM) SMATV headend to deliver
foreign language satellite channels and IPTV delivered premium channels from the Apex City
of London Hotel throughout the hotel.

The Solution
SCCI installed a satellite receiver and IPTV encoder headend at the City of London Hotel which
received all the satellite requirements. The satellite receivers were then split to feed both sites
but with the London Wall site over 8km away the only solution was a fibre point to point
network link provided via BT. SCCI installed IPTV encoders at the City of London Hotel to
encode the satellite channels in IP format to the London Wall Hotel. Then deencoded to A/V
at London Wall and modulated to a digital UHF multiplexes and combined with the off air
digital terrestrial channels to deliver the customers required channels direct to the digital
flatscreen TV sets.
The hotel guests do not need to select digital or analogue button on the TV remote as all
channels are distributed in a digital COFDM format.

Conclusion
A hybrid system, made up of DTT, A/V and COFDM with fibre distribution between both
headends delivering duplicate channel listings at each hotel from a single satellite
reception position.
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